
An Overture
by The Echo

Thus begins West Carleton's 23rd school year, and this year's first  Echo. Already, the 
snowball that is the West  Carleton community  has begun its annual roll,  and things are 
rolling very quickly indeed.

As we travel down the hallway  we recognize all the old faces, but we also encounter 
many  new ones. For  these new faces, we’d like to welcome you all to West Carleton. To 

everyone returning, welcome back! We appreciate that the school year is not as highly, 
err,  anticipated as summer (despite what  some may  believe,  we do in  fact enjoy  our  own 
break from The Echo during the summer months; we’re not like teachers in that we 
don’t live at the school) but we do hope you’ll make the best  of your year. While you’re at 
it,  why  not join us here at the Echo? (Yes, we know that was a  cheap shot, but we love 

this club and we think you’d love it too).
Since this is the first  issue of the year, we thought we’d start  off with an  optimistic 

look at the year  ahead; check back again in a month and we may  not be so excited. In 
the mean time, we’ve gotten in touch  with Mr.  Ferguson, the new science department 
head; we’ve taken a  look at what’s in  store for the West Carleton Wolves; and we’ve 

caught up with Mr. Smith about his trials in Australia. 
For  those of you who are new  to the school, you will quickly  learn that we are quite a 

close-knit community  here at West. In order to accelerate your initiation into this 
community,  we’ve started a column to get you  up to speed with  some of our teachers 
here.  You can find it  on Page 5.  Looking to next issue, you can expect  to see a  few  words 

from Ms. McColeman,  who is currently  on an exchange in Egypt, and another  segment 
of Meet the Creature. Until then, ttfn!

Yours mostly,
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Becoming A Wolf
by Jess Barr and Patrick Hamilton

As students attending WCSS, we are extremely  fortunate to have such a wide variety  of sports to 
compete in.  There are specific sports that run during the fall,  winter and spring. The fall sports that 
are occurring at the moment include golf, cross country, boys’ volleyball, boys’ soccer, girls’ field 
hockey, girls’ basketball,  and boys’ and girls’ ice hockey. This season is already  underway, and we 
wish  the best of luck to each team. Even if competing isn’t your speciality, it  is always great  to have 

enthusiastic students and staff on the sidelines supporting our Wolves.
Along with the competitive sports offered, there will also be many  intramural teams running this 

year.  Intramural sports are a great  way  to get involved, stay  fit, and let loose during lunch time. Rugby 
intramurals have already  gotten started, and there will be many  more to come. Stay  tuned to the 
announcements for more information on the upcoming teams!    

Every  year, Athletics Council hosts an event known as the Tournament of Champions, or  TOC. The 
Tournament of Champions is a full day  of student teams competing in  several sports to win the 
tournament, based on a point system. This has always been an extremely  successful and entertaining 
event, and has been at West for  numerous years. Fall TOC will be approaching shortly  and we look 
forward to seeing many of you on the courts competing during this tournament!

There is a  fundraiser going on right now held by  Athletics Council to promote athletics throughout 
the school.  We are selling entertainment books,  which are full of thousands of dollars worth of 
coupons and discounts for  a variety  of restaurants, entertainment  venues, hotels, and retail for  the 
price of $35. All proceeds will be going towards purchasing new equipment, uniforms, supporting  our 
athletes for  provincial championships, and to run athletic events such as TOC and the Athletic 

Banquet.  We encourage everyone to benefit from  these great  savings,  as well as support our  athletic 
department!

Speaking on behalf of West  Carleton’s Athletics Council, we are looking forward to another 
successful year of athletics!
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COLOPHON:
Editors:

Christopher Smith, Fiona Dobrik

Teacher Supervisors:

Ms. Mills, Mr. Belcher

Thank you to all our writers who worked 
overtime to help get this issue out!

(Right) Mr. Kauk’s dog enjoying an adrenaline 

rush while cliff diving this summer. For more 

great summer pictures, see page 8.



Living In The Land Down Under - An Interview With Mr. Smith
by Mr. Smith and Mr. Smith

West’s drama teacher, Mr. Smith, recently  spent six months in Australia as part of a teacher 
exchange program. We approached him about some of the differences between Canada and Australia, 
teaching abroad, and the heat.

1. What advice would you give as to how to pass the time on the flight?

Book a  flight on an airline that  has those T.V.  screens in the back of the seats.  Otherwise it’s a 
long, boring, soul-evaporating experience.

2. What was the first thing to go through your mind when you got off the plane?

I'm wearing too many layers for this kind of heat.  

3. How is everyday life different in Australia?

Going to the beach and having a surf is a regular, almost daily thing.

4. How is teaching different in Australia?

In Victoria, most  students leave school after  grade 10 and enter a college skills training 
program or  the workplace.  Many  elective courses you  take aren't your choice. In terms of 
teaching it can mean that you have a lot  of students in your class who didn't choose to be there 

and really  don't  have any  interest in the subject. It can be a very  challenging teaching 
environment.

5. What did you miss most about Canada?

The sense of openness Canadians have for new things and people and the multiculturalism that 
exists here.

6. Having now been to Australia, what do you think is the greatest misconception that we have here 
about the country?

That Canadians and Australians are very  similar, like sister  countries. In reality  there are some 

very strong differences. Both have a very unique culture and history.

7. What was their biggest misconception about us?

That hockey is just for fun.

8. What was your favourite part of the entire experience?

Swimming with seals and chasing sharks on the reef.

9. Finally, where are you going next time?

Maybe to live in New York City  for a term  and take master classes at  NYU, if I don't  mind being 
in debt forever.
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MS. CULLEN
1. What were you like in high school?

I was very, very  shy, and attended a 
Français high school in Winnipeg. I was 
the Photography  Club leader and a  star 
in biology.

2. Do you have any hidden talents?

I am  a florist and horticulturist by 
training. I designed gardens for 10 years 

and ran my own flower shop.

3. What is your secret hobby?

I don't know if it's a secret, but I am a 
huge fan of northern canoe trips. The 

Yukon, Labrador, any  remote wilderness 
– I'm in! I like to write about these 
things, and have been published in 
outdoorsy magazines as a result.

4. Why did you choose to become a teacher?

Ironically, I physically  broke down – that 
is to say, I needed surgery  on my  legs and 
could no longer work in a job that 

required me to stand in one place, as I 
did in the flower shop. I was already 
teaching gardening workshops and yoga, 
so I knew I would enjoy  teaching. I was 
late to this job, but it was the right 

decision!

5. If you hadn't become a teacher what else 

might you have been?

I have a passion for botany, so I like to 
think I would have been a  field scientist 
in  some northern bog, but realistically, I 
need people around so it would likely  be 

some profession with lots of people...

MS. MES
1. What were you like in high school?

• very  chatty, editor  of yearbook, student 
council exec, etc.. over involved :)

• great at math/science..... English, 
French... ahhh.. so so

• did not join the bandwagon if I didn't 

believe in it.

2. Do you have any hidden talents?

• Cooking...that  is a joke...wish it  were a 
hidden talent.

• Ultimate frisbee...maybe not  a star but 
I love it

3. What is your secret hobby?
Shopping and traveling...LOVE THEM!

4. Why did you choose to become a teacher?
It  was actually  by  accident. When I was 
in  university, I went to a meeting with a 
friend. They  asked us to sign a sheet 

when we came in. I found out  a  month 
later that I had been accepted into a pilot 
project for  teaching at  Waterloo (instead 
of a  four month  work term  I did four 
m o n t h t e a c h i n g p l a c e m e n t s ) . I 

decided...what the heck,  I will try  it. My 
first  placement ended being at a  college 
in  T.O. for  students who wanted to go 
into nursing but did not have a high 
enough level in math.  The very  first  day 

one student asked..."How old are you?" It 
ended up that I was the youngest in  the 
room, and their  teacher! It turned out 
great and I LOVED it. Never looked back.

5. If you hadn't become a teacher what else 
might you have been?

• When I was little I wanted to be a 
metermaid.

• Perhaps high tech or  business. I work 
well under  high pressure and LOVE 
solving problems.

• I think if I ever changed careers at this 
stage it would be to work with  autistic 
children. M
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Physics Is My Favourite Colour – An Interview With Mr. Ferguson
interview by Ayesha Landon-Browne

1. How'd you end up at West?

A lot  of things brought me back to West.  When I was in teacher's college, I was a student 
teacher here, and my  first year teaching in Canada was also at West. Having lived in West 
Carleton for many years, it was a great opportunity to return.

2. What are your favourite subjects to teach?

I have taught both  Physics and Computer Science for a  number of years, and picking a 
favourite is like picking a favourite child - you can't.   Both offer  great opportunities for  rich 

learning for students, and a chance to better understand the world around us.  In both courses, 
challenging students to think logically  and critically  while challenging themselves is very 
rewarding.

3. Every teacher says their subject is the most important; which subject do you think is the most 
important?

Every  teacher should say  their subject is the most important, and THAT is the most important 
thing.  Students must  feel their enthusiasm  for  their specialty  and get caught up in the 

teacher's excitement for their  course.  Classes would be very  long  for  both students and 
teachers if it were any other way.  Oh, and Physics is the most important too :)

4. What was high school like for you?

I grew up in a  rural community  in  Ontario, and lived on a farm at the end of a dead end road.  
For  myself and many  of my  friends, high school was the only  chance to get  together  and 
participate in social and sports activities.  With no Facebook or SMS, and having two brothers 

and two sisters, school was a key  part of my  life.  Summer was always great, but it  was also 
great when it ended so that we could see all of our friends again.

5. What is your favourite part of West?

I think the sense of community  that is felt at West  is one of its strongest assets.  Many  schools 
consider themselves to be community  schools, but with West, it truly  is. My  kids have come to 
West for school,  for community  basketball and soccer etc. When my  daughter graduated with 

her  friends last year, they  were proud to say  they  came from "Cow Pie High".  That sense of 
spirit really makes West what it is, and there are opportunities for everyone.

6. What should every student know about you?

That's a tough thing to quantify! I suppose I would want any  student  to feel that they  can come 
and talk to me, whether  in my  classes or not.  Teaching is very  much a people-oriented job, and 
getting the chance to work with  such a wide range of individual students every  year  is what 

makes the job rewarding.  Much more enjoyable than the marking!
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7.  Did you always want to go into teaching?

No. In my  early  years, cowboy  was at  the top of the list. Then came lawyer.  However, all 

through  school I spent much  of my  time helping  my  friends with their  math and science work.  
I think I enjoyed helping them  do their work more than I enjoyed doing my  own homework.  
This continued into university, where, although I enjoyed my  engineering courses (at least 
most of them) I still enjoyed working with friends and helping them.

8. If you could have any other job in the world, what would it be?

I honestly  don't  want any  other job, but I do look forward to visiting more of the world.  My 

teaching career  started with two years volunteer teaching  in Malawi, and I have visited a 
number of other countries,  but  would still like to see more.  Perhaps at  some point I will be 
able to combine travel and teaching again - there's so much to see out  there and only  so much 
time!

9.  Last, but not least, what's your favourite colour?

Well, technically  red, but  that's a  rather low-energy  colour. Violet, being the highest  energy, 

would be great, but blue is probably the better choice.  It's ALL about the Physics!!
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A Letter From Student’s 
Council

by Jasmine Goodridge

While student council is about the students, 
what we do is often a mystery  to most of you. 
We’re actually  here to bring to the school 
activities and events in which we think the 

students would want to participate. 
Our goal this year is to balance out those 

school hours with spirit  days, lunch hour events, 
and school dances. One of the things the 
Students’ Council would like to work on is 

school spirit. The more participation we get 
throughout the school the more fun it is!

Now  that you know what we do and why 
we’re here, you should know who we are. Some 
of us wear  our  student council shirts on a 

weekly  basis and you may  even recognize some 
of us around the halls. So say  hi, and if you have 
a great idea you’d like to share, we will make 
sure you  are heard. After all what's a student 
council without the students?

STUDENT’S COUNCIL 
MEMBERS 2010/2011

Presidents – Moh Ahmed-Muhsin, Brian Hue

Vice-President – Amrin Jawanda, Reuel Dartey

Spirit Reps – Kevin Ferguson, Jordan Watson

Athletic Reps – Jess Barr, Phil Houle

Social Reps – Sarah Brown, Emma Roelen

Grade 12 Reps – Julia Spadaccini, Ryan Godbold

Grade 11 Reps – Abdi Abdi, Tina Chuting

Grade 10 Reps – Ilhan Abdi, Helen Tsvirinkal

Secretary – Matt Choquette 

Assemblies – Fiona Dobrik, Ana Vrzic 

Publicity – Jasmine Goodridge, Elizabeth Baird 

Head of Arts – Alena Groebner 

Link Crew Rep – Nicole Menna

Teachers – Mme. Lenz, Ms. Miller, Ms. Murphy   



So Much To Say – About The Dave Matthews Band
by James Campbell

Millers Bar. Charlottesville Virginia, November 1990. To most of you (heck, probably  all of you) 
this means nothing, but this moment changed the life of one bartender forever. 

The man I’m  talking about is Dave Matthews: singer, songwriter, guitarist,  and front man 
extraordinaire of the acoustic rock band, The Dave Matthews Band. It  was at that time that Dave 
Matthews met a lawyer, Mr. Ross Hoffman, who convinced Matthews to record a  demo of a few of the 

songs he had written. With the help of Hoffman, they  got together a few of the local musicians to 
listen to the demo: Carter Beauford (a local drummer), and Leroi Moore (who played saxophone). 
They  liked what they  had heard and the Dave 
Matthews Band was formed. 

The band was coming along nicely,  but 

they  still didn’t have the full  sound they  were 
looking for,  so they  asked around and found 
out about  Stefan Lessard, who was 16 at the 
time. They  heard him play  and the fourth 
member of DMB was now in place. Boyd 

Tinsley  was the last member to join; he was 
initially  asked just to play  on a  few songs, but 
in  the words of Dave “he came in and it just 
clicked. That completely  solidified the band, 
and gave it a lot more power.”

Now  they  had a band, but  what  would 
they  call themselves? Dave Matthews wanted to pay  homage to his African Heritage and suggested 
“Dumela”  which  is Twsana for  hello, but the name never stuck. Saxophonist Leroi Moore can be 
credited with the naming of the band; he called to get the band a show and when the bartender  asked 
what their name was he said “just put Dave Matthews,” and the name stuck. 

Fast forward to 2008, and more notably  August of that year. This was a defining moment in DMB. 
On August  19th, Dave Matthews told the crowd at the Staples Center  that founding member  and best 
friend Leroi Moore had died due to complications from an ATV accident a  few months prior. That was 
not  a good day  for  James Campbell, let me tell you. Even when faced with this tragedy, however, they 
finished the tour with Jeff Coffin (now a permanent member) filling in for the late Leroi Moore. 

The band has released seven studio albums and fifteen live albums, with many  guest musicians 
(most notably, Tim  Reynolds (guitar) and Rashawn Ross (trumpet),  who have both since become full 
time members). The band is still touring strong for this year,  but is planning on taking next year off to 
spend with their families.

Some of their  best  songs (at  least in this fans eyes…err ears) are: Too Much,  So Much To Say, Eh 
Hee, I Did It, Cornbread, Why I am, Shake Me Like a Monkey, and many others. 

If you ever see me walking down the hallways of West with  my  Ipod playing, grab a headphone. 
The chances are good that you’ll be listening to some Dave Matthews Band.Th
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8Heard In The Halls
by Matt Anderson and Shannon Bedford 

We’ve all  been there: the first  day  of high school. We all remember our own first thoughts of West. 
Now, here is what some of our new students and teachers think about our home away from home!

“What is your favourite thing about West so far?” 
– The Echo 

“The freedom. We have independence and the teachers are more chill.” 
– Yana Abramchuk & Polina Tarabunkhina (9) 

“The people here are really friendly and social.” 
– Connor Kinsman (11) 

“I like dance class. It’s really fun and everyone is accepting!”
– Dana Bidgood (10) 

“The teachers here are really nice.” 
– Melissa Dacey (10)

“I like the free time. And the teachers are more laid back about phones and electronics.”
– Bethany Strickland (9)

“Everyone here is really nice and I like that it’s such a small school.”
– Erika Lambert (10) 

“I like meeting all new people, and going to Lady Di’s!”
– Dana Noffke (9)

“Everyone’s nice and the classes are good. I also like that West is so close to home.” 
– Kathleen Young (11) 

“The students at West Carleton are friendly and down to earth. They also hold the door open for you.” 
– Ms. Nolan (Staff)

We know you saw this one coming, but we decided that we wouldn’t pick one picture as 

our Picture of the Summer. Instead, we decided to publish these three. The stories behind 
these images are coming next issues, so stay tuned!


